THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
resumption, with scientific means, of a former Cham project. Labour
difficulties in this unhealthy region held back progress on this work
for six years. It was not completed until 1934, when the sterile plain
of Thuyhoa was transformed.
Only now is the colony beginning to reap benefits from decades of
hydraulic engineering. By 1928 the period of experimentation was
definitely over. The only wonder is that it lasted so long. The 1931
loan permitted finishing the main part of Pasquier's programme.
work has a political as well as an economic and social value, A         of
the irrigation works, now being carried on, would be nearly
with that of the regions that revolted in 1931. Such being the case,
giving  them a   larger place  on the budget   would   be  Justified,
especially  for   Cochin-China,   which pays the heaviest	aad
whose  hydraulic engineering has  been relegated to second
after that of Tonkin.
Cities and Civil Structures
The French have a great talent for city building, though they
to reproduce French cities in the East, where they are not
appropriate. The external elegance of their towns is unfortunately not
always matched by their sanitation. Saigon for many years has had
the best theatre in the Far East, but simultaneously suffered from a
defective water supply. Hanoi, the City of Perfume, has, in
to the picturesque native town, a European quarter lined with
Its avenues of flowering trees give to Hanoi its special character, life
in  these Occidentalized towns is so agreeable, so-	of
France, that it makes resident functionaries	to serve in
the provinces.
The 7 per cent of the budget spent on public	as
to the 2 per cent dedicated to the town's sanitation, is a
on the attraction which both kinds of activity have for the
French. The unnecessary prodigality and sumptuary	of
buildings has aroused serious native and Frajdt criticism* Such expen-
ditures bring nothing to the colony, and? moreover, are	in
upkeep. Many of them are mkacles of wastefulness. Hie
at Hanoi, for example, was built on the naost                         in the
town. It was begun in the era of the/die &s grm^ws%       oa         a
scale that, had it been completed* it could tore             at one
the entire European population of Hanoi It        the                  dis-
advantage of being ugly and expensive* Brieux, the
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